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ARGABETA COLLAGEN
paraben-free hair for youth

With hydrolysed collagen , Argan oil Camellia oil.
DIKSON laboratories have developed ARGABETA COLLAGEN is a series of three
products Hydrolyzed collagen , Argan oil Camellia oil: SHAMPOO mask and milk prolong
youth. The unique component of these products is the Collagen is the most important
structural protein of our body that presides over the process of formation of organs and
tissues. Over the years the amount of collagen is generated by our organism is reduced
considerably and the negative effect on the hair root is the loss of shine and body. The
restructuring action of collagen contained in these products helps to counteract this effect
by preventing and delaying over time damage of premature aging of the hair. Argan oil is
rich in vitamin E has antioxidant and moisturizer defends , hair from free radicals and
pollution. Camellia oil is rich in active substances and be certified to make brilliance ,
brightness and softness. The Union of these three assets constitutes the ideal mix for
young hair retained long time preserving items and properties that delays aging. The line
is indicated COLLAGEN ARGABETA for all hair types. Extraordinary effect on fine hair.

SHAMPOO PROLONGS YOUTH
Gently cleanses with nourishment and well-being to hair. Collagen prolongs the life of the
hair giving it body and volume and preventing the damage of premature aging. Does not
contain SLS (sodium lauryl sulfate). Result: hair softer and glowing fed by affluence.
Suitable for all hair types. Extraordinary effect on fine hair.
packaging: bottles of 250 and 500 ml.

EXTENSION MASK YOUTH
Revitalizes all types of hair and strengthens them without weighing it down , by restoring
the optimum balance of the hair fibers and preventing premature aging. Ideal for all hair
types. Extraordinary effect on fine hair. Result: hair again fed , bright and easy to comb.
packing: tube 250 , 500 ml jar.

MILK PROLONGS YOUTH
Collagen remodelling action and prolongs hair life by counteracting the loss of volume and
body. The hair is wrapped in a protective sleeve and buy volume and shine. Suitable for all
hair types. Extraordinary effect on fine hair.
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packaging: 250 ml bottle.
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